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What is dataTEL
•dataTEL is a Theme Team funded by the 
STELLAR network of excellence.
•It address 2 STELLAR Grand Challenges 
1. Connecting Learner
2. Contextualisation.
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Standardise research on recommender systems in 
TEL
Five core questions:
1.How can data sets be shared according to privacy and legal 
protection rights?
2.How to development a respective policy to use and share 
data sets?
3.How to pre-process data sets to make them suitable for 
other researchers?
4.How to define common evaluation criteria for TEL 
recommender systems?
5.How to develop overview methods to monitor the 
performance of TEL recommender systems on data sets?3
dataTEL::Objective
Graphic by Alex Guerten, 2008
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http://flickr.com/photos/zoharma/97214235/sizes/l/by Zohar Manor-Abel
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The Glocalisation / Prosumers world
Information emerge
Johnson, S. (2001)
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Information emerge
“We are leaving the age of information and 
entering the age of recommendation”
             Chris Anderson (2004)
Johnson, S. (2001)
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7http://www.flickr.com/photos/traftery/4773457853/sizes/lby  Tom Raftery 
Free
 the data 
7http://www.flickr.com/photos/traftery/4773457853/sizes/lby  Tom Raftery 
Why ?
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Because we 
will get new 
insights
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Open Innovation 
in Practice      
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Hashtag: #datatel
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So what about you ...
Five core questions:
1.How can data sets be shared according to privacy and legal 
protection rights?
2.How to development a respective policy to use and share 
data sets?
3.How to pre-process data sets to make them suitable for other 
researchers?
4.How to define common evaluation criteria for TEL 
recommender systems?
5.How to develop overview methods to monitor the 
performance of TEL recommender systems on data sets?
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Join us for a Coffee ...
http://www.teleurope.eu/pg/groups/9405/datatel/
This silde is available at:
http://www.slideshare.com/Drachsler
Email:           hendrik.drachsler@ou.nl
Skype:          celstec-hendrik.drachsler
Blogging at:  http://www.drachsler.de
Twittering at: http://twitter.com/HDrachsler
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Many thanks for your interests
